
 

 

Evaluation criteria: Reviewer’s 

Box: Quality  scoring available: 0- 60%  

 

1. Scientific quality of the project, goals and objectives of the proposed research, research methodology, 

innovative nature of the research:           

            score: 0 - 40% 

 

Interdisciplinarity of the research:        score: 0 - 5%, 

 

2. The applicant's experience conducting research:      score: 0- 15%. 

Quality: Points scored ………………… 

Box Quality: score justification (800 to 1,200 characters, not incl. spaces). 

 

Box: Impact:  scoring available: 0- 20% 

3. Ways of making public the results achieved (e.g. through publications, monographs, patents, books):  

             score: 0 - 5% 

4. Ways of disseminating the knowledge of the research or outreach and community engagement actions, outlook 

towards application:            score: 0 - 5% 

5. Internationalisation: the effect of the proposed actions on the development of an enduring international 

collaboration (e.g. initiation or continuation of international collaboration aimed at preparing a publication or 

submitting a research project proposal; a fellowship planned at a research entity abroad):   

               

             score: 0-  5%, 

6. Project implemented as continuation of ongoing research: work plan, prospective partners, funding institution: 

             score: 0- 5%. 

Impact: Points scored ………………… 

Box Impact: score justification (800 to 1,200 characters, not incl. spaces). 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Box: Implementation  scoring available: 0- 20% 

7. Work plan for research and other activities, including stating whether it is rational and whether the time and 

costs planned are relevant and contribute to the completion of goals in th project:   score: 0- 10%, 

8. Access to infrastructure: can the entity acting as the host institution for the research offer necessary 

infrastructure? Can possible inadequacies in equipment be supplemented by purchase or by other means of access 

to infrastructure?            score: 0- 5%, 

9. Members of the research team: is the selection relevant for the actions planned in the schedule, actions intended 

to found or consolidate a research team? 

score: 0 - 5%. 

Implementation: Points scored ………………… 

Box Implementation: score justification (800 to 1,200 characters, not incl. spaces). 

 

Points scored:………………………… 

 

 


